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Abstract—In order to develop large-scale coupled non-
linear dynamical systems using CMOS integrated circuits,
we propose a threshold-coupled-map element circuit that
is robust to CMOS device mismatch. We have already pro-
posed a voltage- and a current-waveform-sampling-mode
circuits which can achieve arbitrary analog nonlinear dy-
namics in the time domain by using pulse width/phase
modulation (PWM/PPM) signals. The voltage-sampling-
mode circuit is robust to device mismatches of CMOS cir-
cuit elements, while the current-sampling-mode circuit fa-
cilitates weighted summation. These advantages are im-
portant for developing a large-scale coupled array circuit.
In this study, we propose a new circuit that is robust to DC
offset voltage variation as well as current variation, by uti-
lizing the advantage of both sampling-mode circuits. We
show the robustness of the proposed circuit by an HSPICE
circuit simulation.

1. Introduction

Large-scale coupled nonlinear dynamical models, which
show various spatio-temporal patterns, have been pro-
posed [1, 2, 3, 4]. Although these models are evaluated by
a numerical simulation, there are few examples of CMOS
circuit implementation. Our final goal is to design a CMOS
circuit of the threshold coupled map [5] which is one of the
large-scale coupled nonlinear dynamical models.

We have already proposed a CMOS element circuit using
a pulse modulation approach that can achieve arbitrary ana-
log nonlinear transformation in the time domain by using
pulse width/phase modulation (PWM/PPM) signals [6, 7].
However, the characteristics of an element circuit are not
generally equal with those of the other element circuits.
This problem is caused by CMOS device mismatches in-
cluding parasitic capacitance and wiring resistance.

In this paper, we propose a CMOS element circuit that
is robust to DC voltage offset and current variation to
overcome these problems. An HSPICE circuit simulation
shows that the proposed element circuit can achieve an ac-
curate analog nonlinear transformation even if DC voltage
offset and current variations exist.
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Figure 1: Circuit principle of nonlinear transformation in a
voltage/current sampling waveform mode.

2. Nonlinear dynamical model with threshold coupled
map

The threshold coupled map [5] performs a nonlinear
transformation:

xn+1(i) = f (xn(i)), (1)

wherexn is the state variable on a certain lattice site at time
stepn, f (·) is a nonlinear transformation function such as a
logistic map, andi is the site index in the lattice. Then, an
excessδi (= xn+1(i) − xth) is transported to the neighboring
lattice site(s), ifxn+1(i) is larger than threshold valuexth.
This is given by

xn+1(i)→ xth,
xn+1(i + 1)→ xn+1(i + 1)+ δi .

(2)

This model has several updating schemes. By changing
them, we can obtain various spatio-temporal patterns.

3. Voltage/current waveform sampling approach

Figure 1 shows a principle of a voltage- and a current-
sampling-mode nonlinear transformation using PWM sig-
nals. In the voltage sampling mode, state voltageVn (∝ xn)
at time stepn is transformed into a PWM signal having
pulse widthTn (∝ Vn). This transformation can be achieved
by comparingVn with ramped reference voltageVramp(t) as
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Figure 2: Proposed element circuit.
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Figure 3: Timing diagram of the control signals and node
voltages for nonlinear transformation with DC offset can-
cellation.

shown in Fig. 1. Nonlinear voltage waveformVnon(t) is
sampled with this PWM signal. This is given by

Vc = Vnon(Tn), (3)

whereVc is a voltage that is sampled to a capacitor. Ar-
bitrary discrete-time analog nonlinear dynamics can be
achieved by consideringVc as Vn+1 at the next time step
(n + 1). Base voltage difference betweenVramp(t) and
Vnon(t) (DC offset voltage) is transformed into the offset
time width of the PWM signal. This DC offset voltage
is caused by the voltage shift variation of analog buffers,
wiring resistance, and so on.

In the current sampling mode, a nonlinear current wave-
form is generated by converting a nonlinear voltage wave-
form Vnon(t) to current fvi(Vnon(t)), where fvi(·) is the
voltage-current conversion function in an MOSFET. As
with the voltage sampling mode,Vn (∝ xn) is transformed
into the PWM signal having pulse widthTn. A PPM signal
having a certain small width∆t is generated at the trailing
edge of the PWM signal. A current source is switched by
the PPM signal during period [Tn,Tn +∆t], and charges up

capacitorC. The capacitor voltage is given by

Vc ≈
∆t
C

fvi(Vnon(Tn)), (4)

where the initial voltage of the capacitorC is assumed as
zero. Unlike the voltage sampling mode, parameter vari-
ations ofC, ∆t, and fvi(·) influence a nonlinear transfor-
mation result in the current sampling mode as shown in
Eq. (4).

4. Proposed Circuit

We employ the voltage sampling mode robust to device
mismatches for nonlinear transformation, and the current
sampling mode, easily realizing addition and subtraction
for calculating the connection states. The element circuit
can be designed to be robust to a DC offset voltage and
a current variation, which are the problems in respective
sampling mode.

The proposed element circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The cir-
cuit is consisted of source-follower analog buffers SFvnon,
SFvrmp, SFx, and SFiniA , a comparator robust to DC off-
set voltage variation, a capacitorCx that is used in voltage
sampling with PWM signals, aδ-calculation circuit, aδ-
adder circuit, and a current compensation circuit. This cir-
cuit achieves nonlinear transformation robust to DC offset
voltage between the base voltages:Vnon bt(t) of Vnon(t) and
Vramp bt(t) of Vramp(t) that are generated from the analog
buffers SFvnon, SFramp, SFx, and wiring resistance by hold-
ing at CDC in the comparator. The current compensation
circuit adjusts gate voltageVp at a node Pcc in order that the
comparator outputs a PWM signal with target pulse width
Ttgt when SWδ is turned on during time spanTδ.

4.1. Operation of nonlinear transformation circuit ro-
bust to DC offset voltage variation

Figure 3 shows a timing diagram of control signals and
node voltages for nonlinear transformation in the proposed
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element circuit. It is assumed that the signals SWiniA is
closed andTth is fixed at “High”, and theδ-adder circuit
does not operate. Here, in the initial condition the output
voltage of SFx is defined asVX0.

1) When SWset comp and SWx is turned on, nodes Pst and
Pcmp are set atVX0 and threshold voltageVinv th of the
inverter in the comparator, respectively.

2) After SWset comp is turned off, SWvnon is turned on, then
node Pst is varied fromVX0 to Vnon bt. At the same time,
node Pcmp is varied fromVinv th to (Vinv th−VX0). Capac-
itor CDC holds the voltage difference, (Vramp bt−Vnon bt),
in this step.

3) After SWvnon is turned off, SWx is turned off. The
voltage difference (Vinv th − VX0) at node Pcmp is trans-
formed into a PWM signal. This transformation can be
achieved by comparing (Vinv th − VX0) with ramped ref-
erence voltageVramp(t). Nonlinear voltage waveform
Vnon(t) is sampled toCx by PWMout. (see PWMout as
shown in Fig. 3).

4.2. Operation of current compensation circuit

Figure 4 shows a timing diagram of control signals and
node voltages for current compensation operation. Gate
voltage of the M1,Vp, shown in Fig. 2 is adjusted in order
to minimize the difference of the time width between tar-
get pulse widthTtgt andTPWM δ, whereTPWM δ is defined
as the time width of the PWM signal output from the com-
parator, which corresponds to the voltageVδ. The voltage
Vδ is a shift voltage at a node Pδ when SWδ is turned on
during Tδ. Theδ-calculation circuit does not operate dur-
ing current compensation operation, andVnon(t) is fixed at
the base voltageVnon bt(t). The current compensation oper-
ation is as follows:

1) In order to initialize nodes Px, Pδ, Pst, and Pcmp,
SWset comp, SWx, SWiniA , and SWvnon are turned on.

2) After SWset comp, SWiniA , and SWvnon are turned off,
SWδ is turned on during pulse widthTδ. Nodes Pδ, Px,
Pst, and Pcmp are shifted up byVδ.

3) After SWx is turned off, Vramp(t) is decreased linearly.
The comparator generates an inverted PWM signal dur-
ing time widthTPWM δ corresponding toVδ. The node
Pcc is charged up during the difference of the time width
(TPWM δ − Ttgt).

4) Repeat 1) to 3) until (TPWM δ − Ttgt) is minimized.

This current compensation circuit has only the current
source for charging upVp. Therefore, the initial voltage
of Vp has to be set sufficiently low.
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Figure 4: Timing diagram of control signals and node volt-
ages for current compensation.

5. Circuit simulation results in HSPICE

5.1. Nonlinear transformation circuit

We conducted a circuit simulation of the proposed el-
ement circuit for evaluating robustness to DC offset volt-
age variation using the TSMC 0.25µm CMOS process
parameters. The capacitance values were set as follows:
CDC = Cinv = 0.225 pF,Cx = 0.1 pF,Cδ = 2.0 pF, and
Ccc = 0.5 pF. Logistic map (xn+1 = αxn(1−xn)) was used as
a nonlinear transformation, whereα = 4 in the simulation.
The time width of the PWM signal expressing the maxi-
mum state value was set to 2,600 ns. In order to evaluate
the precision of nonlinear transformation, the bit precision
was calculated by using the mean squared error between a
fitting function and a return map obtained from the simu-
lation results. A logistic map was used as a fitting func-
tion. The amplitude ofVramp(t) and Vramp bt0 that is the
base voltage before inputting into SFvrmp at the input stage
were fixed at 1.3 V and 1.6 V, respectively. The amplitude
of Vnon(t) was fixed to 1 V. In order to show the robust-
ness to DC offset voltage variation,Vnon bt0 that is the base
voltage before inputting into SFvnon was varied as follows:
Vnon bt0 = 1.6,1.7,1.8 V, which means that the ratios of the
DC offset voltage to the amplitude ofVnon(t) are 0%, 10%,
and 20%, respectively.

Figure 5 shows simulation results in HSPICE. The ob-
tained return map was nearly unchanged when the DC off-
set voltage changed, although the ratio of the DC offset
voltage to the maximum amplitude was 20 % (see the case
of Vnon bt0 = 1.8 V). In all cases, the bit precision were
more than 8 bits.
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Table 1: The voltageVp at the node Pcc, and the pulse width
TPWM δ.

Vp(V)
n = 0 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
n = 17 1.022 1.022 1.023 1.023 1.023

TPWM δ (ns) 398.6 398.5 398.6 398.6 398.5
ϵ (ns) 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.5
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Figure 5: Circuit simulation results of return maps for dif-
ferent DC offset voltages betweenVnon bt0 andVramp bt0.

5.2. Current compensation circuit

We conducted a circuit simulation of the current com-
pensation circuit forTtgt = Tδ = 400 ns, where the update
step ofVp is defined as time stepn.

Figure 6 shows time-series ofTPWM δ, which starts from
different initial voltages. As shown in Fig. 6,TPWM δ were
converged toTtgt atn = 5.

Table 1 shows node voltagesVp, TPWM δ and difference
ϵ (= Ttgt − TPWM δ), which start from different initial volt-
ages. In all cases, the differences ofϵ were smaller than
1.5 ns. This means that the compensation precision was
more than 10 bits for the maximum time span (2,600 ns) of
the state variable.

6. Conclusions

We proposed a nonlinear transformation circuit robust
to DC voltage variation, and a current compensation cir-
cuit. The element circuit was designed including these
circuits for realizing coupled array CMOS chaos circuits.
The HSPICE circuit simulation results showed that the de-
signed circuit operates at a bit precision of more than 8 bits,
and the compensation precision of the current compensa-
tion circuit is more than 10 bits even if DC voltage offset
and current variation exist.
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